
 

A security researcher has discovered a new exploit in Apple Inc.'s new iOS 11.1 operating system for iPhones. The
vulnerability, which was revealed on Wednesday, centers around the fact that the lock screen on some devices does not show
any notifications at all if they are slid across to unlock them with their fingers. It's unclear how many phones are affected by the
bug, but it affects some of the latest models including iPhone X and iPhone 8 Plus handsets that have had iOS 11 installed since
its release in late September On Wednesday evening, Apple said it is working on a software update to fix the issue. The flaw
does not appear to have been addressed in the iOS 11.1.1 update that Apple rolled out on Thursday morning.

A number of vendors have issued patches against this vulnerability, including Microsoft, RedHat and Debian; However, no
patch has yet been made available for Amazon Linux 6 or 7 at the time this article was written. Below is the list of CVEs related
to this issue

A security researcher has discovered a new exploit in Apple Inc.'s new iOS 11 operating system for iPhones, iPads and iPods
that could allow anyone to bypass the lock screen. Update ( 19 October, 2017): Apple released security updates for certain iOS
11 devices on Wednesday. A security researcher working for Chinese startup KeenTeam has disclosed details of the exploit,
which takes advantage of an undocumented function in iOS that allows users to bypass the passcode lock screen without
entering their password. The vulnerability details were written up for a research paper called "An Unauthorized Access-Based
Side Channel Attack against iOS Devices". » Continue reading » The bug affects all newer iPhone models including iPhone X,
iPhone 8 and iPhone 8 Plus with iOS 11 installed. It involves exploiting an unknown weakness within the way that iPhones
handle notifications on the lock screen when they are swiped to unlock them using an iPhone's fingerprint scanner. The bug has
not yet been fixed by Apple, though some reports indicate that the company is working on a software update to address the
problem. ℹ️ As of 21 October 2017, the CVE-2017-14847 issue has been patched for 7.x versions but is still unpatched for 6.x
versions of Amazon Linux (RHEL). The following distributions are affected:

A security researcher has revealed a new exploit that he claims targets the iOS operating system on Apple Inc.'s iPhone and iPad
devices that allows him to bypass both of these devices' passcode security mechanisms using only his iPhone's touchscreen. The
exploit was developed by Canadian hacker, iPhone jailbreaker and security researcher Animus, who claims that it works on
fully updated versions of the iOS 11.1 operating system. He told The Hacker News that he has privately disclosed the
vulnerability to Apple, which continues to work on a patch for it. The security flaw could be exploited via the lockscreen while
the device is in sleep mode or while displaying an incoming notification, according to Anunus (also known as Ian Beer). This
should theoretically allow one to circumvent any passphrase protections if the 'Require Passcode' option is set up.
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